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L11:  Mendelian Genetics

BIOL 153/L
Black Hills State Univ.
Ramseys

I. Genetics review

See L10: 
Mitosis & Meiosis

A. Diploidy

Haploid Diploid

B. Homologous
chromosomes

C. Genes D. Alleles
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II. Heredity

Fig. 9-1
Raven p. 175

A. Parents à Offspring

passing of traits from parents to offspring

B. Asexual reproduction

• One parent

• No gamete fusion
(progeny ± identical to parent)

Examples of asexual reproduction

Dandelions Aphids Sharks

Volvox Turf grass Jade plants

Parthenogenesis ("virgin birth")
reproduction via egg without fertilization

Dandelions Aphids Sharks

Clonal growth ("vegetative growth")
new individuals from somatic tissue

Volvox Turf grass Jade plants
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Advantages of asexual reproduction
1. No mate needed

2. Fast

3. Lack of genetic variation sometimes good
(stable environments)

C. Sexual reproduction

• Two parents

• Game fusion (fertilization)

• Traits of both parents

Advantages of sexual reproduction
1. Purging of bad alleles

2. Genetic variation is usually good
(unstable environments)

species with sexual + asexual reproduction 

D. Mixed reproductive systems

Aphid example:

• In mid-summer...  

• As winter approaches... 

Aspen example:

• Underground shoots...

• Catkins... 
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catkins

underground shoots Pando (Utah)

III. Gregor Mendel A. Austrian monk (late 1800s)

Fig. 8-1
Raven p. 153

B. Controlled crosses (w/ garden peas)

experimental selection of parents to mate

Fig. 8-11
Raven p. 160
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Fig. 8-12
Raven p. 161

C. Knowledge of chromosomes

none!

based on interpretation of parent-offspring traits
and variation among progeny

IV. Concepts of Mendelian Genetics A. Phenotype

physical appearance of organism

B. Genotype

alleles at one locus in an organism

term also used to refer to alleles at multiple loci

C. Recessive & dominant alleles

•  Dominant: observe phenotype when... 

homozygous (AA) or heterozygous (Aa)
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C. Recessive & dominant alleles

•  Dominant: observe phenotype when... 

homozygous (AA) or heterozygous (Aa)

•  Recessive: only observe phenotype when...

homozygous (aa)

Examples:

D. Co-dominant alleles

• Co-dominant: observe phenotypes for...

all genotypes (AA, Aa, aa)

heterozygotes distinct from homozygotes;
both alleles are expressed

Example:

blood types 
(A, B, AB, O)

universal 
donor

universal 
recipient V. Monohybrid crosses
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A. Definition

crosses between parents that differ in one trait

1. Flower color example

purple is dominant ( W ), white is recessive ( w ) 

1. Flower color example

purple is dominant ( W ), white is recessive ( w ) 

phenotype purple, genotype(s)  =  WW +   Ww

phenotype white, genotype(s)  =    ww

2. Meiosis in diploid parents

• Homologous chromosomes separate

• Diploid   à haploid

• Gametes  W or  w

3. Fertilization

• Gametes fuse

• Haploid  +  haploid  =  diploid

W w

Ww

gametes (haploid)

fertilization

offspring (diploid)
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B. Constructing a Punnet Square

1. Must know parents' genotypes

2. What gametes can dad make?  (Each gets column.)

3. What gametes can mom make?  (Each gets row.)

C. Example
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Fig. 8-13
Raven p. 161

VI. Dihybrid crosses

A. Definition

crosses between parents that differ in two traits

1. Peas (seeds) example

yellow ( Y ) is dominant,  green ( y ) is recessive

round ( R ) is dominant,  wrinkled ( r ) is recessive 

1. Peas (seeds) example

phenotype yellow round, genotype(s):

phenotype yellow wrinkled, genotype(s):  

phenotype green round, genotype(s):

phenotype green wrinkled, genotype(s):

1. Peas (seeds) example

phenotype yellow round, genotype(s): YYRR,  YyRr, 
YYRr,  YyRR 

phenotype yellow wrinkled, genotype(s):  YYrr,  Yyrr

phenotype green round, genotype(s): yyRR,  yyRr

phenotype green wrinkled, genotype(s): yyrr
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2. Meiosis in diploid parents

same as monohybrid

3. Fertilization

same as monohybrid

B. Example
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Fig. 8-15
Raven p. 163

VII. Use of Punnett Squares A. Model testing

does genetic hypothesis fit real-life data?

B. Observed vs. expected numbers

• Observed:     actual # progeny 
(from cross)

• Expected:     predicted # progeny 
(from Punnett Square)

C. Lots of babies needed

10s or 100s or 1000s of progeny to perform stats
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VIII. Principles of Mendelian genetics A. Principle of segregation

separation of homologous chromosomes in meiosis 
segregates alleles at a locus to different gametes

Segregation

B. Principle of independent assortment

alleles at one locus separate independently from 
alleles at loci on different chromosomes
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C. 'Exceptions'

1. Linkage

for neighbor loci on one chromosome,
allele inheritance not independent

Example

nail-patella syndrome
and blood type

chromosome 9

2. Cytoplasmic inheritance

inheritance of traits affected by 
genes in chloroplast or mitochondria

• Organelles are inherited...  uniparentally

• Usual organelle contributor is ...   egg

• "Maternal inheritence"
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mitochondrial myopathy

Example

Mattie Stepanek

IX. Other heritable genetic variation A. Polygenic traits

1. Definition

traits influenced by alleles at multiple genes

polygenic traits may be influenced by environment;
trait variation often continuous rather than discrete
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most size, shape, performance traits are polygenic 

2. Importance

• Human health and disease

• Agricultural yield

• Adaptation to environment

B. Polyploidy

1. Definition

whole genome duplication
(chromosome doubling)

'doubling' because ploidy tends to increase, not decrease Polyploid (tetraploid)Diploid
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2. Occurrence

as spontaneous mutation: frequent
(~1 in 300 progeny)

as trait of populations: common in plants
rare in animals

3. Phenotypic effects

cell size: increase
(more DNA => big nucleus => big cell)

structure size: increase
(big nucleus => big cell)

growth rate: decrease
(more chromosomes => slower mitosis)

interbreeding: decreased compatibility


